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Famous Bugs
If you were a bug out for the night during the early
1900s, you might want to avoid S. Albert Shaw’s house
– unless, of course, you wanted to be in one of the
largest private insect collections in the world.

Without warning, Albert might pluck you from the
window screen you’d attached to in an attempt to reach
the light inside his house.  If you were there the night
the state troopers rode by and thought Albert was a
prowler, you might have been spared capture.

But if not, you’d be one of 1000’s of moths, butterflies,
flies, beetles, wasps and bees that Albert has captured,
mounted and catalogued.

If you were a parasitic insect important to agricultural
research, a new concentration for Albert, you’d find
yourself in one of three drawers, awaiting a trip to
Washington, D.C. where Albert will send you to be
studied.

And in 1938, you and all other bugs in Albert’s
collection would be getting extra attention, since Albert
is contemplating making a gift of you to the University
of New Hampshire.

In addition to being an entomologist, S. Albert Shaw
was Hampton’s first public librarian.



A Naturalist
S. Albert Shaw was an amateur ornithologist who
enjoyed studying birds and recording his observations.
A hard-working farmer, he found time during the spring
nesting season and the fall migration period to take
walks in the woods and learn about the habitats,
behavior and movement of Hampton's birds.  Albert
occasionally reported on his discoveries in the monthly
magazine, the "Ornithologist and Oologist."

While taxidermy was becoming a profession for Albert's
relative, Zipporah Shaw Jenness, Albert pursued
taxidermy as a hobby.  His collection of 335 birds,
which he had stuffed and mounted himself,
represented 190 of the 202 species of birds known to
be in Hampton in the late 1800s.

Albert also was an oologist and collected birds' eggs.
He had eggs for 59 of the 67 birds known to breed in
Hampton.
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